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Dif culté Très facile



Durée 1 heure(s)



Coût 0 EUR (€)

Description
How to make an inexpensive portable wood cooking system.
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Introduction
Factors relating to cooking remains one of the biggest challenges in the areas of health and energy. In many developing countries, the classic
three-stone cooking re is the technology that is most commonly used.This is extremely inef cient (with a thermal yield of 10 to 15% if
sheltered from the wind and 5% if exposed) and releases toxic smoke into dwellings.There are two concerns with this:
Energy output is so poor that a large amount of wood is needed to cook one meal.
This leads to extensive deforestation in certain parts of the world.
Evidently, this creates certain problems with regards to health: smoke given off causes respiratory problems for people in the community
and the reduces their quality of life. A technology that uses the same biomass but has a higher output
is:
The micro gasi er which is a low-tech and very economical way of cooking and, if well-made, has an output higher than a three stone stove
(thermal output of approximately 35%). Output is even higher with the enhanced industrial version (which has a thermal output in the order
of 45%)
It is possible to make a very basic model out of tin cans, but this will have a limited number of features. However, this can be very useful, for
instance, for heating water, cooking small quantities of food and for doing demonstrations/teaching purposes.
More complex models do exist which, although more costly, tend to last longer and allow control over the power you can get from the ame.

Matériaux

Outils

A large tin can (in terms of both height and width) (1): for the
external chamber;
A tin can which is slightly shorter and thinner (2): for the
combustion chamber;
A tin can with the same diameter as the combustion chamber
(3): for the stand on which the pan sits.

Marker
Tin snips
For drilling, there are 2 options:
A drill and 2 drill bits:11mm and 7mm respectively
A hammer and a large nail (or a metal punch)
A wooden block, a part of which can be inserted inside the tin
can.

 Cuiseur_micro_gaz_i cateur_Af che_RechaudPyrolyse_FR.pdf
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Étape 1 - How it Works
This is based on the concept of gasi cation: Wood is heated in an environment containing very little oxygen, giving off combustible gases
known as “Syngas” which are then burnt in the upper part of the stove.
The micro-gasi er is lit from the top. Primary air, owing into the lower part, passes through the mass of combustible fuel, maintaining a
pyrolysis layer which then drops as the combustible gases are released. Secondary air is forced into the top of the stove, supplying the
oxygen that is needed for combustion of gases emitting in an upward direction.
Better results are obtained with forced convection, using an integrated fan under the grid which supports the fuel. However you will need a
reliable supply of electricity for this.
The temperature at which combustion takes place is around 800°C and thermal yields are between 30 to 45% depending on how well it is
made and the quality of the insulation.
It is light, compact, reliable, uses little fuel and, in the right circumstances, produces reusable charcoal which can be used in other
applications. This system is therefore extremely low-tech and very ef cient compared to conventional systems used throughout the world.
As a comparison, the diagram opposite shows the energy performances of various systems. The micro-gasi er here is called “wood gas stove”.

Étape 2 - External Chamber
- Mark the positions of a approximately 10 holes, spread out evenly
all around the upper part of tin can (1).
- then drill where marked using a 12mm drill bit (or with a hammer
and nail) (For a cleaner nish, we recommend that you make pilot
holes with a 7mm drill bit before tackling it with a 12mm drill bit).
Note:To make things cleaner and easier, you can clamp the wooden
block onto a vice and use it as a support when making the holes in
the tin can.
- Cut the bottom out of the large tin can (1). The opening must be of
a slightly smaller diameter to that of the small tin can (so that it can
sit inside it)
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Étape 3 - Combustion Chamber
- Mark the position of approximately 15 holes spread out over the
whole surface of the bottom of the tin can (2). - Mark the positions
of a approximately 10 holes, spread out evenly all around the upper
part of tin can (2).
- then drill where marked using a 7mm drill bit (or with a hammer
and nail)

Étape 4 - Pan Support
- Mark the positions of approximately 10 holes spread out evenly all
the way around the small tin can (3).
- then drill where marked using a 12mm drill bit (or a hammer and
nail)
- Cut out the bottom of the can.
- NB: For ease of use, you can cut out a large hole on the side of the
small can (3): this makes it easier for the re to catch the wood

Étape 5 - Final Assembly
- Put tin can (2) into the large tin can (1) as shown in the diagram.
- Place tin can (3) on top of the two other tin cans which have been
nested one inside the other.
- The pyrolytic stove is now ready for you to use !
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Étape 6 - Directions for Use
Despite this type of cooker being more environmentally friendly
than the “three stoned” ones, it still gives off smoke. For this reason,
it needs to be used in a well-ventilated area.
To light the stove, ll up and light it in the upper part.
To ‘turn off’ the stove, simply wait until all the wood has burnt down
and the casing has cooled down,
THE TEMPERATURE OF WOOD AND GASES WHEN BURNT CAN
REACH UP TO ALMOST 1200°C. HANDLE THE STOVE WITH
EXTREME CARE : DO NOT MOVE THE STOVE WHEN LIT.
Problèmes techniques :
- La amme monte très haut ou la amme s'éteint parfois malgré
libération massive de gaz
Problème probable : l'arrivée d'air secondaire est trop faible par
rapport à l'arrivée d'air primaire, les gaz produits massivement ne
sont pas brûlés immédiatement car il y a un faible apport d'oxygène.
La amme se développe donc en hauteur, dans l'air, pour terminer
sa combustion (source). Aussi, la production trop massive de gaz
relativement à l'air secondaire peut "souf er" les ammes et les
éteindre (ce qui déclenche une libération massive de gaz (fumée)).
Solution : Si dans un même temps le combustible brûle trop
rapidement ou la amme est trop intense, chercher à réduire
l'arrivée d'air primaire. Changer la conserve concernée, boucher
quelques trous avec de l'aluminium, ou déplier les bavures des trous
pour les refermer.
Sinon, augmenter l'arrivée d'air secondaire. Agrandir ou refaire
quelques trous.
- la amme est trop forte et le combustible brule trop rapidement.
Problème : le dispositif est trop ventilé. S'il n'y a pas de problème de
combustion des gaz ou une amme qui se développe haut dans l'air,
alors l'arrivée d'air secondaire est au bon ratio avec l'air primaire.
En revanche, l'arrivée d'air totale est trop importante.
Solution : envisager de réduire l'apport d'air général, par exemple
en refermant partiellement des trous basaux de la boite support
extérieur.

Étape 7 - Comments
This is a very simple system and does not, for example, allow control over the size of the ame.
Due to the materials used, the stove has a very limited service life.
Improved versions of this system are currently being tested/validated in various urban settings thanks to initiatives taken by Paul Anderson,
an expert in micro-gasi ers.
Trials have been carried out in India but have not been hugely successful as the reality is that it is quite a complicated operation nding
pellets or biomass chips in this area and the price of the enhanced micro-gasi er is approaching that of the cost of cooking with gas but
without all the advantages that comes with it.
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Étape 8 - How to make a bigger stove
To adapt any container or tin you may have available to use as the outside casing, it is possible to make the combustion chamber from sheet
metal, ideally stainless steel. It must be of a thickness of 1mm maximum so that you are able to cut it with tin snips. It is important to cut out
the tabs and drill the holes whilst the sheet metal is still at before rolling up and fastening the ends together. Using stainless steel will make
the stove last longer. The photos opposite show how to make the stove from a paint pot and a 1mm thick sheet of stainless steel. The metal
sheet should be machined at before being rolled and fastened (to fasten: fold back approx 5mm of both of the two edges of the sheet metal
in opposite directions and then x the two together by hammering one ap inside the other). To avoid cuts to hands, wear gloves!
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Étape 9 - Contenu pédagogique à
télécharger
Vous pouvez télécharger une che pédagogique créée par le Lowtech Lab dans la partie "Fichiers" du tutoriel (onglet au niveau de la
section "Outils-Matériaux")

Notes et références
To see report by Planète Bois (in French) comparing different types of stoves: http://www.planetebois.org/glossaire/cuiseur-domestiqueeconome-cde/
Ce réchaud est deux fois plus grand, il contient plus de combustible pour une cuisson plus longue, mais il est moins stable, moins portable et
un peu plus long à fabriquer.
Rapport comparatif des différents types de cuiseurs par Planète Bois (en français): http://www.planetebois.org/glossaire/cuiseurdomestique-econome-cde/
The Mirco-gasi er expert, Dr Paul Anderson’s website (in English) : http://www.drtlud.com/
Please share the tutorial and give feedback, or add any comments that may be helpful for making any improvements.
Low-Tech Lab team also recommend you consult their Biblilowtech.
This English translation has been possible thanks to the PerMondo project: Free translation of website and documents for non-pro t
organisations. A project managed by Mondo Agit. Translator: Gill Barringer. (Whilst great efforts have been made to ensure the quality of
this translation, the translator makes no guarantees and will accept no liability for any claims made against her in the event of any
misinterpretation, errors or omissions thereof)
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